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GIVEN 
ZEROS OF A FUNCTION 
BY THE SERIES OF FUNCTIONS 
S.-J. BANG AND M. H. KIM 
Abstract. We present the numerical analysis on computing zeros of a function given 
by the series of functions. In fact, these zeros are Dirichlet eigenvalues of a geodesic 
ball in the n-sphere. Furthermore, some numerical results from this analysis are 
included. 
1. Introduction 
In his paper [l] the first author showed that T(X, t) = F(1 + 7 + v, 77 - v ; 1 + 
q; sin*(t/2)) (F is the Gauss hypergeometric function, t < x, q = (n - 2)/2, 
and v = v(X) = -1 + 
{ 
d4x + (12 - 1)2} /2) is the typical eigenfunction of the 
Dirichlet La.placian on a geodesic ball in the n-sphere. Let X(n, r, b) be the k-th 
number of the set {X > 0 1 T(X, r) = 0) with respect to the usual order. Then the 
set {k’(n + e - 1) + X(n + 2&r, k) ( e = O,l, . . . ; E = 1,2,. . . ) is the spectrum of a 
geodesic ball, of radius T (0 < r < r), in the n-sphere. 
In this note we consider the numerical analysis on computing zeros of T(X) = 
T( X, r) for given r, by regula falsi algorithm (compare to [4]). It should be noted 
that T(X, t) (n = 2172 + 1) can be represented as finitely many trigonometric 
functions. In particular, we see that T(X, t) = sin (tdm) /Jmsint (n = 3). 
The function T(X, t) arises in many subjects such as engineering, biology [3], and 
so on. 
2. Series of functions 
Throughout this paper we introduce a new variable .z = sin*(r/2). It is clear that 
T(X, r) = 1 + 24j(X), where . 
j=’ A#) = (2z)j x fi 
-x + (k - l)(n + k - 2) 
kc1 
k(?2 + 2k - 2) . 
In order to study the properties of Aj(X) ‘s, we consider the function f(x, X, z) = 
(2z)] - X + x(x + 11. - 1)1/(x + 1)(2x + 12 w ic 1 satisfies the equation f(j, X, z) = ) h 1 
1-4j+i(X)IAj(X)I. 
Let x0(X) = v(X) - 77 = { 1 - 12 + J(72 - 1)” + 4x) /2, xi(X) = 
1 
12+2x+ &z + 2X)2 + (12 + 2)(?2 - 4)X + a(n - l)(n - 4)) /(?2 - 4) (?z # 4), 
and let j, = j,(X) and jr = jr(X) denote the largest integers less than or equa.1 to 
n:o( X) and x1 (X), respectively. 
Note that j,(X) = mar;{ E 1 the sequence {Aj(X)};=, is alternating}, so(X) < 
xi(X), and the behavior of f(s, X, z) as a function of 2 is given by Figure 1. 
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3. Estimation of the marghal error 
It is natural and convenient for us to compute zeros of S,_l(X) (m 2 j,(X,z)) 
r&her t1ia.n zeros of T(X, r), where S,,,(X) = 1 + 2 Ai and j, = j,(X,z) = 
j=l 
min{ j’ 1 f( j, A, 2) < 1 for every j 2 j’}. 
Note that IT(X,r) - Sm-l(X)I 5 l&(x)l(l + 2 (‘fi f(k,X,~))). Com- 
j=m+l km 
paring the right side of this inequality with a geometric series, we obtain a 
marginal error C,(X) such t1ia.t 
I j=m I 
2 Aj(X) 5 C,,,(X) as follows : 
Let Y(IA Q, A, 4 = (1 - (fh A, ,-))qM1 - .f(14 A, 4). 
Case I. n > 4, 
C,,(X) = lA,,(~)l{g(n2,j0 - 172 +I,+) +s(j~,jl -j0,k~)+g(jl +1,0,&z)} 
(772 < j0(X>), 
C,(X) = l&(~)l{&L,jl -~+1,~,~)+~(jl+1,0,~7~)~ (h(X) I m < jd% 
Cm(X) = kL(X)ld~ 0, A, z> (h(X) 5 m), 
Case II. n = 2 or 4, 
cm(x) = I&(A>l{s(w jo - m + 1,X, z) + l/(1 - z)} (m < jo(X)), a.nd 
C,,(X) = IAm(~>I/(l - 4 (.idV I m>- 
From now on, we compute j,(X, z). Explicit calculation shows that under the 
condition z # x0(X), f(z, X, z) < 1 f i an d only if It(S, 5, X, 2) = (2 -262)X2 + (72 + 
2 - 2(n - l)bz}z + 72 +262X > 0, where 6 = S(z) = 1~ - so(X)l/(z - so(X)). From 
the beha.vior of two quadratic equa.tions h(+l, z, X, z) and h(-1,x, X, z) we arrive 
at the following two conditions: 
Condition A : X > n/(2z), 
Condition B : 4(1-z)so(X)+{n+2-2(?2-l)~} <O, {n+2-2(n-l)z}2-8(1-~)(n+ 
2sX) 2 0, and tl iere exists an integer between two zeros of h(+l, 2, X, z). 
Let 
X&(X, 2) = 
-{?2 + I? F 2(72 - l)z} + J{?2 + 2 F 2(” - 1)2}2 - 8(17 z)(n f 22X) 
40 T 2) 
> 
which a.re the la.rger zeros of 1z(+l, 2, X, z) and h(-1,x, A, z), respectively, if each 
of them is a, real number. 
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If condition B holds, then j, = j+ (the least integer larger than or equal to 
x+(X, z)), if condition A holds and condition B does not hold, then j, = j_ (the 
lea,st integer larger than or equal to x-(X, z)), and if two conditions A and B do 
not hold, then j, = 1. 
4. Rellxarks 
Let ta.n8 = S:,_,(X), E = C,(X), and cy = Im(X). In Figure 2, we see that 
&T&9 = C&)J1+ (S~_,(:x>>2/lS~_,(x>I. 
Let X* and x be zeros of T(X,r) and &-1(X) such that IX* - XI is sufficiently 
small. Note that IX* -11 5 Im(x). Applying the modified regula falsi algorithm to 
S,,,--l(X), we obtain 1 such that Ix - 11 < 6X. If I1m(R)I, IIm(x) - Im(i)l << 6X, 
then the error produced by the marginal error may be negligible. From this 
observation we must present C,(X), Im(X), m, j,(X, z), &(A), and jl(X) in order 
to describe more perfectly the errors come from computing zeros of S,_l(X) 
instea.d of computing zeros of T(X, r). 
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Tables 
Some numerical results from the preceding analysis will be listed a.nd the detailed 
t,ables will a.ppea.r elsewhere [2]. For esample, the second zero of T(X, 45”) (71 = 2) 
is 49.0614 and the third zero of T(X, 45”) (n, = 5) is 180.450. 
The items of a table :A, SX, final term, C,,(X), I,,(X), nz, j,, j,, j, (r = 45”). 
n=2 
-----------1 
9.03969 ; 49.0614 1 121.065 
0.148614E - 11 ; 0.9861843 - 09 : 0.295053E - 10 
0.402118E - 16 ; -.1522443 - 15 ; 0.3755613 - 14 
0.2122193 - 21 I 0.1168153 - 20 1 0.27670GE - 19 
0.524855E - 20 ; 0.1989733 - 18 I 0.4823113 - 18 
23 
I 
I 23 I 23 
1 I 2 I I 3 
3 1 7 I I 11 
none 1 l____ _-____: none none 
n=4 
21.8123 
-.1497473 - 10 
-.148253E - 12 
O.DGSOJlE - 18 







-.188933E - 10 
-.115901E - 12 
0.8708173 - 17 







-.190950E - 06 
-.115163E - 13 
0.9135963 - 18 






-.GGOG48E - 07 -.4309353 - 08 
0.2785503 - 14 -.2519OGE - 14 
0.8986403 - 20 0.2409903 - 19 






-.3229423 - 11 0.5384213 - 09 
O.lGG007E - 12 0.3553723 - 11 
0.3177033 - 18 0.15731GE - 16 






-.4241663 - 09 0.8463993 - 09 
0.14856OE - 13 0.5211OGE - 13 
0.2593293 - 19 0.7892933 - 19 






93.4457 f 189.450 f 317.451 
0.152012E - 07 1 -.1493133 - 09 ’ -.7529483 - 09 
-.99302GE - 15 1 -.2871043 - 14 i 0.2911033 - 13 
0.4450863 - 19 ; 0.8623913 - 19 0.9083103 - 18 
0.627680E - 17 , 0.6093493 - 16 
22 
; 0.117076E - 16 ;
23 I I 
I 4 f 
24 
2 I 5 
8 I 12 
I 1363 I 
16 
681 2270 L-e--..- ____I 
109.917 
0.1368933 - 06 
-.515316E - 16 
0.150204E - 20 






0.3039763 - 07 
0.9375473 - 14 
0.3012493 - 18 






0.6339413 - 08 
- .397235E - 13 
0.4756863 - 17 






0.4293723 - 08 
0.6363513 - 13 
0.3226723 - 17 






-.1442003 - 07 
-.133210E - 11 
0.238605E - 16 
0.1103373 - 14 
26 
7 
21 
2118 
